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FACULTY
With experience and knowledge, the MET faculty goes beyond the syllabus and teaches the students life
management.
Quick thinking. Ingenious. Committed. The faculty will not leave the class till every question has been
answered, every doubt erased. If MET students are head and shoulders above the rest, it's because our
faculty spares no effort in sharpening the area between the student's ears.
There are also some great visiting faculty members part of the college.

INFRASTRUCTURE AND FACILITIES
MET, Mumbai has a wi-fi campus with state-of-the-art AC classrooms. E-enabled libraries that dock over
26,000 books, 200 periodicals and 30,000 international online magazines and databases. Fully loaded
information and technology centres with wi-fi connectivity. Conference rooms equipped with the latest
audio-visual facilities and learning aids to create a quasi-corporate ambience.

The hi-tech convention centre with a seating capacity of 800 people is ideal for seminars and guest lectures.

An air-conditioned recreation area helps sharp minds unwind. Play at the pool tables, table tennis tables
and carrom boards. Stretch the body and mind in the hushed confines of the yoga room.

CULTURAL FESTS/ SPORTS
Though the grand annual cultural and sports fest of MET
was celebrated on February 01 & 02, 2018, yet the
celebration was in the air for weeks in advance. It’s the
time of the year when all the MET Institutes and school
come together sans hierarchy and cadres. Hundreds of
students enthusiastically participated in the 2 days long
celebration. MET Utsav 2018 was preceded by the MET
Talent Show where extraordinary vocal, instrumental and
showmanship was demonstrated by METizens.

PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Huge companies dealing in marketing industry hire the final year students. These companies also select
candidates for summer internships. The average salary package offered is approximately 5 lacs per annum.

Some Of the placement partners can be seen below.

HOSTEL AND OTHER ACCOMODATION: NA
CANTEEN:
College has a variety of food items available at different times
in the day.
This allows students a varied experience.

OTHER
MET World of Music (MWM) introduces the
Certificate in Basics of Guitar. The first batch of
students and employees commenced from August 19,
2014. Playing Guitar is a stress busting exercise which
allows all to break free from the regular assignments
and work, to relax in the world of music.
The MWM is equipped with touch-screen kiosks,
headphones and a colossal archive of music. The only
fully loaded digital music centre in any campus. The
library allows students to experience musical bliss in a
hi-tech environment.
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